
 

 

 
 

Frequently asked questions regarding  
the web of THE MOTHER 

 
What is the meaning of the black color? 
The power of THE MOTHER is the force of creation. Every creation always starts in a black and dark place, a 
place that doesn't have any light, no logic and no clarity – a primer place, warm, moist and allowing. Roots grow 
inside the earth, babies grow inside the womb, and so does anything else in the creation. As the one that can 
bring new creations to our life and generally into our world, THE MOTHER is symbolized with the color black.  

 
What is the meaning of the number Seven? 
The number Seven symbolizes the magic, the illogical and the mysticism. This is how the connection to THE 
MOTHER works: we establish a connection, request things, and THE MOTHER works her magic for them to 
happen. If, for instance, I asked THE MOTHER for help with finding a new job – I do not have the capability to 
know how, where and when will it happen. THE MOTHER works in a magical way and she creates magic in the 
life of those who are connected to her.  

 
Can Children receive THE MOTHER? 
Absolutely. From the age of 5, Children can receive THE MOTHER as the same way adults receive her.  
Children under the age of 15 are requested not to pass on THE MOTHER. They enjoy the presence of THE 
MOTHER for seven months, and seven months only.  

 
Is there a problem to receive THE MOTHER for a second time after she had dissipated from me? 
Not a problem! THE MOTHER can be received again and again with no limitation. However, if a man or a woman 
received THE MOTHER again and again and have not made sure to pass her on, there is no point in passing 
them THE MOTHER for another time. The explicit request of THE MOTHER is to create an ever-growing web of 
people who are connected to her energy all around the globe. There is no interest of not respecting she who 
benefits with us so much. 

 
What will happen if I decide that I do not want the connection with THE MOTHER anymore? 
Nothing. Once a communication with THE MOTHER is not being made and she will not be passed on, THE 
MOTHER will become unnoticeable and will completely dissipate. 

 
Can you also "trouble" the mother with small and meaningless things? 
You can and it is highly recommended to communicate with THE MOTHE and ask for help with anything that we 
need, big or small as it can be. The more we contact her, the stronger the connection is and this is how a good 
relationship is established. THE MOTHER is always there for those who connect with her.  

 
Why is a the Giving process in a mixed group of men and women impossible?  
The passing on process of THE MOTHER is very simple to execute, but nonetheless very deep in its being. The 
processes which occur in Men and women are identical in the Physical passing on method, but extremely 
different energetically wise. At the end of such a deep process, it is significant to create a comfortable space and 
an accepting one as much as possible. Such a space is formed at the best way when the groups are from the 
same sex, thus allowing the different processes to occur with full intensity.  

  
Is there anything special I need to do in order for the passing on process to succeed? Can it fail? 
No. all you need to do is follow the instructions written in the papers. Remember that the passing on is actually 
handled by THE MOTHER itself, so failure is not really an option. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 


